
THE STORY BEHIND THE 2017 WOMEN’S FINAL FOUR LOGO 

Your favorite NCAA Women’s Final Four memory.  

Was it a play? The roar of the crowd as your team won? Seeing the arena for the first time? The joy of 

being with family and friends?  

The Women’s Final Four means something different to everyone. And yet, the Women’s Final Four logo 

must capture all these memories for anyone who attends, from student-athletes to fans. 

Each year, the NCAA starts from scratch to develop that year’s Women’s Final Four logo. No matter 

what, each city, each year is a new experience. Even if the Women’s Final Four has been to the city 

previously, the logo must distinctly represent the host city like never before and unquestionably elicit 

the memories made at that year’s championship. Each championship deserves to be represented 

uniquely – just as each memory made at a Women’s Final Four is unique in its own right. 

So for Dallas 2017, where did the we start? Right in the heart of Dallas, of course.  

Part 1: Discover Dallas 

We asked: What makes Dallas so special? When someone visits there, what do they tell their family and 

friends about when they return home? What are locals proud of?  

We also ask one of our creative agency partners and the lead at designing each year’s championship 

logo, Joe Bosack and Co., to look visually at the city of Dallas. What is the architecture like there? What 

colors you see? What patterns pop up around the city? If people draw the city from memory, what do 

they draw? 

This is the fun part. Seriously fun. We get to hear and see the voice of Dallas. Learn what makes Dallas so 

special – special enough to be an inspiration for what the entire championship should look like. 

For 2017 in Dallas, the one thing we heard over and over again - and saw in the buildings, businesses, 

partners and people of Dallas - is that BIG things happen in Dallas.  

Soaring buildings. Larger than life personalities. Wondrous culture. Impressive skyline. Bright lights. 

Massive pride. 

 Credits: 

Dallas 

Morning 

News, Dallas 

West End, 

Visit Dallas, 

HVMG  

http://joebosack.com/
http://cityhallblog.dallasnews.com/2013/06/the-return-of-a-beloved-icon-as-dallas-gets-the-red-light-to-go-ahead-and-relight-pegasus-tonight.html/
http://www.dallaswestend.org/
https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://eb0bc071389b37ff4cc4-e31931658c554c23e32ec524623afaf8.r8.cf1.rackcdn.com/social/dallas-og.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.visitdallas.com/&docid=BTBZU4glElvHHM&tbnid=5_GH5meXxpXAFM:&w=2048&h=1072&hl=en&bih=835&biw=1706&ved=0ahUKEwj04pqTvdLNAhUs0oMKHQR9CkAQMwgiKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
http://www.visitdallas.com/about/bg-portal.html
http://www.hvmg.com/blog/visit-dallas-and-the-texas-state-fair-2014/


It’s clear, Dallas is the big time.  

So we want people to bring their big basketball dreams here. The dreams that start at the beginning of 

the season, but end in Dallas. The ones that will end with confetti falling on a big trophy with big cheers 

from a big crowd at the big time of women’s basketball – the Women’s Final Four. 

 

Part 2: Making the Logo 

With that BIG inspiration, we took to designing the logo. To start, we know that there are a few 

elements that must be in every logo that make it “official” for NCAA Championships: 

1. Women’s Final Four 

2. NCAA 

3. Dallas 

4. 2017 

The rest of the logo is dependent solely on the Dallas inspiration.  

Over the course of two months, we saw a variety of logo concepts based on some key Dallas icons, 

including the star of Texas, Margaret Hunt Hill bridge, and Reunion Tower. Of all the logo ideas though, 

most impressive and evocative logo developed was based on the biggest Dallas icon, its skyline.  

Ranked as one of the most memorable skylines in the world, the Dallas skyline is known for its 

interactive neon lights that brighten the city and culture at night. In Dallas, nothing better represents 

making it to the “big time” than looking up in the Women’s Final Four city and seeing those big, bright 

lights, welcoming you to the biggest stage of NCAA women’s basketball.  

 

Credit: Esquared Energy Advisors 

With the logo now finalized, the next step comes creating the graphics package or “look” – i.e. what 

design will be behind the logo when the NCAA makes signage, marketing materials, websites and 

anything else that represents the 2017 Women’s Final Four in Dallas.  

 

 

 

http://www.10best.com/awards/travel/best-international-skyline/
http://esquaredenergyadvisors.com/2-billion-available-energy-efficiency-funds/dallas-led-lighted-skyline/


Part 3: Designing the Look 

This year’s look came naturally out of the logo. A unique image developed by Joe Bosack & Co. uses the 

logo’s skyline linework and integrates it with key basketball elements, including a basketball, net, March 

Madness bracket, the star of Texas and state outline of Texas. This image or “key art” is the basis for the 

entire graphics package and will be seen on all pieces involved in the championship. At times, it might be 

zoomed out or may be cropped in closley to help provide a variety of options for the NCAA to use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To keep the look fresh, bold and entertaining, we utilize 

pop colors seen bright lights in the skyline and several 

other key Dallas icons, like Dallas’ Pegasus. These colors 

are added into the key art to create impact and visual 

interest when we zoom into the key art to create different 

framing options. 

From there, we balance the look with some neutral, yet strong 

background colors like black and deep blue to help bring that brightness 

to life during the course of the Women’s Final Four.   

The font, Bigford is simple and strong, to make the statement clear that 

student-athlete and fans are at the biggest and best NCAA Women’s 

Final Four yet!  

 

All of the NCAA design partners, from 

signage to in-venue to digital take the logo 

and look to create their parts and pieces 

that make the Women’s Final Four 

championship complete. For them, the logo 

and look serve as a way to make the 

Women’s Final Four come alive at the 

hotels, fan events, in marketing pieces, on 

tickets, within the arena and for any other 

touchpoints.  

 

http://interactives.dallasnews.com/2015/pegasus/


Do you see Dallas? 

Once the NCAA National Champion is crowned and people return home from Dallas, we hope wherever 

and whenever the 2017 Women’s Final Four logo and look is seen, that Dallas comes to mind in the 

years that follow. You might see it on a t-shirt, that jacket you couldn’t live without, a basketball or even 

in your own selfies. You’ll remember the competition in Dallas. The sights in Dallas. The friends and 

family at the games. And all the BIG fun everyone had together. 

Be a part of the BIG action at this year’s NCAA Women’s Final Four in Dallas. It’s an experience you’ll 

never forget!  

 

 


